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Jenny’s Stampin Corner 
Step by Step Instructions 

Disclaimer: I am not using specific color choices in the instructions.   
I am leaving the details up to you. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Begin with a 11” x 3 ½” piece of cardstock.  That is then scored at 2 ¾” and 5 ½” using 
the Simply Scored Scoring Tool. 

2. You also need a piece of cardstock cut to 3 ½” x 4 ¾” that will serve as the front flap and 
one cut to 3 ½” x 2 3/8” which will sit under your sentiment. 

3. Select a piece of Designer Series Paper (DSP) that is cut to 4 ¼” x 3”.   
4. I also recommend some ribbon or baker’s twine.  The examples are made with ¼” wide 

ribbon cut to 14” in length. 
5. Wrap the ribbon/twine around the piece of DSP and tie a bow that so that it sits on the 

left hand side of the DSP. 
6. Using Stampin’ Seal adhere the DSP to the 3 ½” x 4 ¾” piece of card stock with equal 

border around all sides.  Make sure your ribbon/twine is where you want it before 
adhering. 

7. Next Stamp your sentiment/image on a scrap piece of light colored cardstock and punch 
the sentiment out with your chosen punch or cut it out using a die and the Stampin’ Cut 
and Emboss Machine.  You can always just use a cut piece of card stock to stamp on.  

8. Using Stampin’ Dimensionals adhere your sentiment/image to the piece of card stock 
measuring 3 ½” by 2 3/8”. 
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9. Now using Stampin’ Dimensionals adhere the sentiment layers to the DSP layer making 
sure your bow is where you want it in relation to your sentiment/image. 

10. Next on the piece measuring 11” x 3 ½” with it 
folded at the 5 ½” score mark and that fold at the 
top adhere Tear & Tape Adhesive around the 
edges of the rectangle formed below the score 
mark. 

11. Remove the paper backing covering adhesive and 
adhere the Front flap piece with all the layers so 
that the bottom edge of the flap lines up with the 
bottom edge of the card stock. 

12. Now unfold the piece so that it full length and the 
inside is exposed.  Using the Tear & Tape 
Adhesive adhere the post it notepad to the 
bottom edge of the cardstock showing equal 
borders on the three outside edges.   

13. Hook the front flap behind the top of the post it 
note pad and embellish your project with any 
other embellishments of your choice and your project is complete. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jenny 
If you have been inspired to place an online order with Stampin’ UP! please check my 

blog at https://jennysstampincorner.wordpress.com for the current Hostess Code. 
Anyone using the code and placing an order of $25 or move will receive a thank you gift. 


